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Remember: abuse of TV.com video system can cause you to be prohibited from uploading images to or from the entire site – yes, play nice and follow the rules! Thump! The Tool Academy is a reality show/game show that airs VH-1. Hosted by Jordan Murphy, Tool Academy has been for three seasons.
Each season begins with nine to twelve beef, beautiful men entering the common household. What binds these people to each other is their lack of moral value, arrogant attitudes, chauvinist ways and a way to overflow with ego. Basically, they are all jerks. Here is the name, Tool Academy. Each season
features a collection of jackasses that have been tricked into the house to find out be better men and guys and/or men. Added to them there is money, $100,000, but first they have to survive the tasks that reward them with badges. What tool does not like a little flair on a vest or jacket? Often referred to
as a relationship boot camp show, The Tool Academy has a pairs of councillor, Trina Dolenz, to help figure out the issues plagued by couples. These questions usually arise from insecurity, failure to commit and, of course, lies and fraud. It is here that the tool also faces the challenges that the tool must
face. Each week has a lesson such as humility, honesty, modesty, romance and trust in the roads. No matter how hard the guys try, they often fall into stereotypical traps. Being all alpha men, guys often argue and fight, almost coming to blows. They mournfully eye each other's girlfriends and wives, and
for some, they end up proving themselves with bigger tools rather than gentlemen. The result, a deviation from their relationship. Can a bad boy be a rough diamond? When these measures begin, they already consider themselves the best; Gold and platinum with diamonds shrouded! However, some of
them are learning to be better. Real emotions are displayed, and boys become men and couples on shaky earth find ways to improve their connections. The Tool Academy will give its audience laughs and tears. And be a treat for anyone who enjoys a makeover or transformation. Gear Academy is a
series that currently runs and has 3 seasons (27 episodes). The series first aired on January 11, 2009.Tool Academy is available for broadcast on the site, both in individual episodes and throughout the season. You can also watch The Tool Academy on demand at Amazon, iTunes online. Online.
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